$35000 BROOKDALE FARM KY

NORTHERN DANCER (B/C)  NEARCTIC
STORM BIRD (Q)  NATALMA
SOUTH OCEAN  NEW PROVIDENCE
STORM CAT (Q)  SHINING SUN
SECRETARIAT (I/C)  BOLD RULER
TERLINGUA  SOMETHINGROYAL
CRIMSON SAINT  CRIMSON SATAN
FOREST WILDCAT (91)  BOLERO ROSE
RAISE A NATIVE (B)  NATIVE DANCER
BOLD NATIVE  RAISE YOU
VICTORIA BEAUTY  SIR GALLAHAD III
SEANEEN  MYRTLEWOOD
ABIFAITH  ROYAL CHARGER
SHERRY JEN  TIR AN OIR
SALUTE THE SARGE
Colt 2005  SUN AGAIN
RAISE A NATIVE (B)  QUITTANCE
MR. PROSPECTOR (B/C)  NATIVE DANCER
GOLD DIGGER  RAISE YOU
SILVER GHOST  NASHUA
HALO (B/C)  SEQUENCE
MISTY GALLORE  HAIL TO REASON
FLIGHT DANCER  COSMAH
MISSISSIPPI DIXIE  MISTY FLIGHT
NASHIMA  COURBETTE
NASHUA (I/C)  NEARCTIC
MISSISSIPPI MUD  NATALMA
DIXIELAND BAND (Q)  DELTA JUDGE
MISSISSIPPI DIXIE  SAND BUGGY
NASHUA  NASRULLAH
SHIAH PRINCESS  SEGULA
PRINCESS MBALE  TULYAR
Sibling Identifier: odd numbers = same dam only; even numbers = same sire and dam

Roman Dosage Profile (9-2-7-0-0)
Werk Quality Rating: Q 7
Quality Points: 16  Total Points: 34

WERK NICK RATING™  A+  (+875%)
(based on the FOREST WILDCAT - MR. PROSPECTOR cross)

5-Generation Inbreeding:
NORTHERN DANCER - 4m x 4m
RAISE A NATIVE - 4m x 4m
NASHUA - x 4f, 5f
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Werk Nick Rating: A+ (+875%)
(based on the FOREST WILDCAT - MR. PROSPECTOR cross)

5-Generation Inbreeding:

**BEST OF SALE RATING:** ★

Werk Quality Rating: Q 7
Quality Points: 16  Total Points: 34

Roman Dosage Profile (9-2-7-0-0)

| Sibling Identifier: odd numbers = same dam only; even numbers = same sire and dam |
|-------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| RAISE A NATIVE (B)            | RAISE A NATIVE (B)              |
| Mr. Prospector (B/C)          | Gold Digger                    |
| Silver Ghost                  | Halo (B/C)                     |
| Misty Gallore                 | Flight Dancer                  |
| Dixie Ghost                   | Northern Dancer (B/C)          |
| Dixieland Band (Q)            | Mississippi Mud                |
| Mississippi Dixie             | NASHUA (I/C)                   |
| NASHIMA                       | SHIAH PRINCESS                 |

NEARCTIC  NATALMA   NEW PROVIDENCE  SHINING SUN
BOLD RULER  SOMETHINGROYAL  CRIMSON SATAN  BOLER ROSE
NATIVE DANCER  RAISE YOU  SIR GALAHAD III  MYRTLEWOOD
ROYAL CHARGER  TIR AN OIR  SUN AGAIN  QUITTANCE

FOREST WILDCAT

NORTHERN DANCER (B/C)
STORM BIRD (Q)  SOUTH OCEAN
STORM CAT (Q)  SECRETARIAT (I/C)
TERLINGUA  CRIMSON SAINT

SOMETHINGROYAL

RAISE A NATIVE (B)
NEW PROVIDENCE  SHINING SUN
BOLD RULER  SOMETHINGROYAL  CRIMSON SATAN  BOLER ROSE
NATIVE DANCER  RAISE YOU  SIR GALAHAD III  MYRTLEWOOD
ROYAL CHARGER  TIR AN OIR  SUN AGAIN  QUITTANCE

NORTHERN DANCER - 4m x 4m
RAISE A NATIVE - 4m x 4m
NASHUA - 4f, 5f
NORTHERN DANCER (B/C)
STORM BIRD (Q)
SOUTH OCEAN
STORM CAT (Q)
SECRETARIAT (I/C)
TERLINGUA
CRIMSON SAINT
FOREST WILDCAT
BOLD NATIVE
RAISE A NATIVE (B)
VICTORIA BEAUTY
SEANEEN
ABIFAIHT
SHERRY JEN

NEARCTIC
NATALMA
NEW PROVIDENCE
SHINING SUN
BOLD RULER
SOMETHINGROYAL
CRIMSON SATAN
BOLERO ROSE
NATIVE DANCER
RAISE YOU
SIR GALLAHAD III
MYRTLEWOOD
ROYAL CHARGER
TIR AN OIR
SUN AGAIN
QUITTANCE

SIE TestData
Colt

RAISE A NATIVE (B)
MR. PROSPECTOR (B/C)
GOLD DIGGER
SILVER GHOST
HALO (B/C)
MISTY GALLORE
FLIGHT DANCER
DIXIE GHOST
NORTHERN DANCER (B/C)
DIXIELAND BAND (Q)
MISSISSIPPI MUD
MISSISSIPPI DIXIE
NASHUA (I/C)
NASHIMA
NASHUA
SHIAH PRINCESS

NATIVE DANCER
RAISE YOU
NASHUA
SEQUENCE
HAIL TO REASON
COSMAH
MISTY FLIGHT
COURBETTE
NEARCTIC
NATALMA
DELTA JUDGE
SAND BUGGY
NASRULLAH
SEGULA
TULYAR
PRINCESS MBALE

Sibling Identifier: odd numbers = same dam only; even numbers = same sire and dam

Roman Dosage Profile (9-2-7-0-0)
Dosage Points: 18
D.I.: 4.14
C.D.: 1.11
Werk Quality Rating: Q 7
Quality Points: 16 Total Points: 34

BEST OF SALE RATING:

WERK NICK RATING:
A+ (+903%)
(based on the FOREST WILDCAT - MR. PROSPECTOR cross)

5-Generation Inbreeding:
NORTHERN DANCER - 4m x 4m
RAISE A NATIVE - 4m x 4m
NASHUA - x 4f, 5f